CH AND THE MOORE-MROWKA PROBLEM
ALAN DOW AND TODD EISWORTH

Abstract. We show that the Continuum Hypothesis is consistent with all
regular spaces of hereditarily countable π-character being C-closed. This gives
us a model of ZFC in which the Continuum Hypothesis holds and compact
Hausdorff spaces of countable tightness are sequential.

1. Introduction
Our goal in this paper is to prove that the Continuum Hypothesis is consistent
with the following statement:
~ Regular spaces that are hereditarily of countable π–character are
C-closed.
The principle ~ may seem technical (and mysterious given the lack of definitions), but it turns out to be of interest for a couple of reasons:
• It is unknown if ~ is a consequence of the Proper Forcing Axiom or even
Martin’s Maximum, and our consistency proof seems to need that the Continuum Hypothesis holds in the final model.
• More importantly, in the presence of 2ℵ0 < 2ℵ1 , ~ is strong enough to imply
that compact spaces of countable tightness are sequential, and so our model
provides the final piece to the solution of the well-known “Moore-Mrowka
+ CH problem” in set-theoretic topology.
The Moore-Mrowka problem was long considered to be one of the major problems
in set-theoretic topology. The reader may be interested in a brief review. The
problem, asking if every countably tight compact space was sequential, was raised by
Moore and Mrowka in 1964. In the mid-seventies two of the most famous examples
in topology, Ostaszewski’s S-space [9] and Fedorchuk’s S-space [7], established that
♦ implied there were counterexamples. The Moore-Mrowka statement was proven
to be consistent by Balogh [3] by showing that it was a consequence of the proper
forcing axiom. Nevertheless, since ♦ implies CH, Arhangelskii asked [2] (Problem
26) if the Continuum was sufficient to produce a counterexample. This problem
was again raised by Shakhmatov [12](2.13) in the influential Recent Progress in
General Topology.
Before moving on, we provide the reader with some definitions, looking first at
some important cardinal functions for topological spaces.
Definition 1.1. Let X be a topological space.
(1) z ∈ X is a point of countable tightness in X (t(z, X) = ℵ0 ) if whenever
A ⊆ X and z ∈ clX (A), there is a countable A0 ⊆ A such that z ∈ clX (A0 ).
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(2) X is countably tight (t(X) = ℵ0 ) if t(z, X) = ℵ0 for every z ∈ X.
(3) X has countable π-character (πχ(X) = ℵ0 ) if for any point x ∈ X there is
a countable collection {Un : n ∈ ω} of non-empty open sets such that for
any open neighborhood U of x there is an n with Un ⊆ U . Note that we
are not requiring that x is a member of Un , so this is a weakening of first
countability.
(4) X is hereditarily of countable π-character (hπχ(X) = ℵ0 ) if πχ(Y ) = ℵ0
whenever Y ⊆ X.
An elementary argument shows that hπχ(X) = ℵ0 =⇒ t(X) = ℵ0 , and the
reverse implication is true if X is compact (Hausdorff) by a deep theorem of
Sapirovskii [11].
Definition 1.2. Let X be a topological space.
(1) X is countably compact if every infinite subset has a point of accumulation,
or equivalently, if every countable open cover of X has a finite subcover.
(2) X is C-closed if every countably compact subset of X is closed in X.
(3) A subset Y of X is sequentially closed if whenever hxn : n < ωi is a
convergent sequence of points from Y , the limit of the sequence is also in
Y , that is, Y is closed under the operation of taking limits of convergent
sequences.
(4) X is sequential if every sequentially closed subset of X is closed.
Given the above definitions, we can now illustrate the power of our principle ~:
Proposition 1.3.
(1) Assume 2ℵ0 < 2ℵ1 + ~. Then compact spaces of countable tightness are
sequential.
(2) ~ implies that if X is a countably compact regular space satisfying hπχ(X) =
ℵ0 , then every non-isolated point in X is the limit of a non-trivial convergent sequence.
Proof. First, suppose X is compact and of countable tightness. By Sapirovskii’s
Theorem [11], we know hπχ(X) = ℵ0 , and so by ~ we know that X is C-closed.
By a result of Ismail and Nyikos [8], 2ℵ0 < 2ℵ1 implies that a compact Hausdorff
space is C-closed if and only if it sequential, and we are done.
For the second, suppose X is as described, and x is a non-isolated point. Since
X is C-closed, we know that X \ {x} is not countably compact. This means we can
find a (countably infinite) set
{xn : n ∈ ω} ⊆ X \ {x}
that is closed and discrete in X \ {x}. Since X is countably compact, it follows
that {xn : n ∈ ω} must converge to x in X.

By (1) above, any model of CH + ~ gives us a model of CH in which compact
spaces of countable tightness are sequential. At this point, we do not know if ~
can hold in a model where CH fails.
The conclusion of (2) says that X is C-sequential, a notion introduced and studied by Rančin [10]. Hajnal and Juhász show that CH implies the existence of a
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countably compact regular space of countable tightness with no non-trivial convergent sequences at all, so the use of hereditary π-character rather than tightness is
critical.
2. Bad triples
~ = hX, Y, zi a relevant triple if
Definition 2.1. We call X
(1) X and Y are regular separable topological spaces
(2) the underlying set of Y is ω1
(3) Y = X ∪ {z}
(4) X is countably compact, and
(5) z is not isolated in Y .
A relevant triple hX, Y, zi is bad (and called a bad triple) if in addition
(5) hπχ(X) = ℵ0 , and
(6) t(z, Y ) = ℵ0 .
Note that the separability of Y follows from the separability of X, so this assumption is superfluous. Also, the requirement that the underlying set of Y is ω1
is included for technical reasons: if we require only that |Y | = ℵ1 , then clearly Y
is homeomorphic to some space with underlying set ω1 .
Bad triples are relevant to our project because of the following fact:
Proposition 2.2. Assume CH holds. If ~ fails, then there is a bad triple.
Proof. Assume Z is a counterexample to ~, so Z is regular, hereditarily of countable
π-character, but not C-closed. Let W be a countably compact non-closed subset
of Z,and choose z ∈ clZ (W ) \ W .
Since hπχ(Z) = ℵ0 , we know Z has countable tightness, and so there is a
countable W0 ⊆ W with z ∈ clZ (W0 ). Since clZ (W0 ) is also countably compact
and not closed, we can without loss of generality assume that W is separable.
A separable regular space has weight at most 2ℵ0 . Since we are assuming CH
that means w(W ) is at most ℵ1 . Certainly w(W ) is uncountable, as regular spaces
with countable bases are metrizable and countably compact metrizable spaces are
compact. Thus, W has weight exactly ℵ1 .
Since the Continuum Hypothesis holds, we can find M such that
• M is an elementary submodel of H(χ) for some sufficiently large regular χ,
• M has cardinality ℵ1 ,
• M is closed under ω-sequences, and
• Z, W , and z are all elements of M .
Now let X = M ∩ W (topologized as a subspace of W ) and Y = X ∪ {z}. We
claim that hX, Y, zi is a bad triple.
Elementarity arguments tell us that X and Y are regular, X is hereditarily of
countable π-character, z is not isolated in Y , and t(z, Y ) = ℵ0 . Note that X (and
hence Y ) is separable, as M will contain every member of a (countable) dense subset
of W .
The only remaining issue of substance is whether X is countably compact, but
this follows easily using the fact that M is closed under ω-sequences: any countably
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infinite subset A of X is a member of M , and by elementary M will contain a limit
point of A (as M knows that W is countably compact) and therefore A has a limit
point in X.

3. Adjoining a filter
This section is critical as it contains the main new idea necessary to produce our
desired model.
~ = hX, Y, zi is a bad triple. We define
Definition 3.1. Suppose X
~ = {A ⊆ X : A is a separable closed subset of X with z ∈ clY (A)}
(3.1) P[X]
~ by setting
and order P[X]
(3.2)

A ≤ B ⇐⇒ A ⊆ B.

~ such that
if A is a closed subset of X and z ∈ clY (A), then there is a B ∈ P[X]
B ⊆ A.
~ = hX, Y, zi and P = P ~ as above, we have:
Proposition 3.2. With X
X
~ with
(1) If A is a closed subset of X with z ∈ clY (A), then there is a B ∈ P[X]
B ⊆ A.
(2) P is a countably closed notion of forcing, and
(3) for each open neighborhood U of z in Y , DU := {A ∈ P : A ⊆ U } is dense
in P.
Proof. The first statement is trivial as t(z, Y ) = ℵ0 . For the second,
T suppose hAn :
n < ωi is a decreasing sequence of conditions in P, and let A := {An : n < ω}.
The set A is clearly a closed subset of X, so in light of (1) it suffices to show
z ∈ clY (A).
Suppose this fails, and let U be an open neighborhood of z in Y for which
(3.3)

A ∩ U = ∅.

Since Y is regular, we can find an open neighborhood V of z with clY (V ) ⊆ U .
Now let W = clY (V ) ∩ X. Since W is a closed subset of X it is countably
compact. Furthermore, for each n we know An ∩ W 6= ∅ because An meets V .
Thus, hAn ∩ V : n < ωi is a decreasing sequence of non-empty closed subsets of the
countably compact space W . We conclude that
\
(3.4)
{An ∩ V : n < ω} = A ∩ V 6= ∅,
which contradicts (3.3).
For (3), given U and a condition A ∈ P, we can choose an open neighborhood
~ by
V of z with clY (V ) ⊆ U , and the set A ∩ clY (V ) contains a condition in P[X]
(1).

~ in models where CH holds, and the next
We will be using forcings like P[X]
proposition shows why this cardinal arithmetic assumption is useful:
~ = hX, Y, zi
Proposition 3.3. Assume the Continuum Hypothesis, and suppose X
~
and P = P[X] are as above. Let G be a generic subset of P. In the extension V [G],
if we define
(3.5)

F := {A ⊆ X : A closed and A ⊇ B for some B ∈ G }
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then
(1) F is a maximal free filter of closed subsets of X, and
(2) for any open neighborhood U of z in Y , there is an A ∈ F with A ⊆ U .
Proof. As far as (1) goes, the only issue is whether F is maximal in V [G]. It suffices
to prove that whenever we have a condition p ∈ P and a P-name Ȧ for which
(3.6)

p

Ȧ is a closed subset of X that meets every member of ĠP ,

we can find an extension q of p in P such that
(3.7)

q

q ⊆ Ȧ.

Since we have assumed CH, we know that Y has weight ℵ1 . The point z cannot
have a countable neighborhood base in Y (as otherwise X would not be countably
compact), so it follows that z has character ℵ1 in Y . Let {Uα : α < ω1 } enumerate a
neighborhood base for z in Y . Note that (3.6) shows us that r Ȧ∩r 6= ∅ whenever
r ≤ p in P, and so we can construct a sequence hpα : α < ω1 i of conditions in P
and sequence hxα : α < ω1 i of points in X such that
• p0 = p
T
• pα = {pβ : β < α} for α limit
• pα+1 ≤ pα
• pα+1

xα ∈ pα ∩ Uα ∩ Ȧ.

Since t(z, Y ) = ℵ0 , we can choose α < ω1 least for which
z ∈ clY {xβ : β < α}.

(3.8)

Note that this implies α is a limit ordinal, and
(3.9)

β < α =⇒ z ∈ clY {xγ : β < γ < α}.

Now define
r := clX {xβ : β < α},

(3.10)

clearly r is a condition in P. Moreover, given β < α we know
(3.11)

{xγ : β < γ < α} ⊆ r ∩ pβ ,

and hence r ∩ pβ is a condition in P for each β < α.
Let us define
\
(3.12)
q :=
r ∩ pβ .
β<α

We know that q ∈ P (see the proof that P is countably closed) and q extends p = p0
in P. We have q ≤ pβ+1 for each β < α, and this means
(3.13)

q

{xβ : β < α} ⊆ Ȧ.

By definition of r, we have
(3.14)

q

r ⊆ Ȧ

q

q ⊆ Ȧ

and since q ⊆ r, we conclude
(3.15)
as required.
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The following theorem summarizes our efforts in this section:
~ = hX, Y, zi is a bad triple. Then
Theorem 1. Suppose CH holds and X
~ is countably closed and of cardinality ℵ1 , and
(1) the notion of forcing P[X]
~ then in V [G] there is an object F such that
(2) if G is a generic subset of P[X],
(a) F is a maximal free filter of of closed subsets of X,
(b) F has a base of separable sets, and
(c) for any open neighborhood U of z in Y , there is an A ∈ F with A ⊆ U .
4. Destroying a counterexample
In this section we examine the problem of “killing” a given bad triple. We show
that bad triples can be destroyed by a reasonable notion of forcing, as long as we
have the Continuum Hypothesis available.
~ = hX, Y, zi, we will first force with
Our plan is as follows: given a bad triple X
~ and ask if X is still hereditarily of countable π-character. If the answer is
P[X],
~ is no longer a bad triple and we are done. If the answer is “yes”,
“no”, then X
then we will do an additional forcing that achieves t(z, Y ) > ℵ0 , and thus destroy
~ via a different route.
the badness of X
Most of this section will concentrate on the second notion of forcing mentioned
above. This forcing was isolated in previous work [5], and we will review briefly its
definition and salient properties.
Definition 4.1. We say that a pair hX, Fi satisfies the requirements of [5] if
• X is a countably compact, non-compact regular space satisfying hπχ(X) =
ℵ0 , and
• F is a maximal free filter of closed subsets of X with a separable base.
We will use such X and F to define the notion of forcing, but before we can do
this we need some more definitions lifted from earlier work:
Definition 4.2. Suppose X and F are as above
(1) A subset A of X is large if A meets every set in F. A set that is not large
is called small.
(2) A promise is a function whose domain is a large subset of X such that for
each x ∈ dom(f ), f (x) is an open neighborhood of x.
Given these definitions, we define the notion of forcing P[X, F] as follows:
Definition 4.3. A forcing condition p is a triple (σp , Ap , Φp ) where
(1) σp is a one–to–one function from some countable ordinal into X, and we
define [p] := ran(σp )
(2) Ap ∈ F
(3) Φp is a countable set of promises (see below)
(4) clX ([p]) ∩ Ap = ∅
and a condition q extends p (written q ≤ p) if
(5) σq ⊇ σp
(6) Aq ⊆ Ap
(7) Φq ⊇ Φp
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(8) [q] \ [p] ⊆ Ap
(9) if f ∈ Φp , then the set
Y (f, q, p) := {x ∈ dom f : [q] \ [p] ⊆ f (x)}
is large, and f  Y (f, q, p) ∈ Φq .
Most of the paper [5] is concerned with working out properties of the above
notion of forcing. For example, the notion of forcing is proper, and in the generic
extension every countable sequence of ground model elements is already in the
ground model. We will be more systematic describing the properties of P[X, F]
later, but for our immediate purposes we need the fact that it adjoins a sequence
hxα : α < ω1 i satisfying the following two conditions:
(4.1)

clX ({xβ : β < α}) ∈
/ F for every α < ω1 ,

and
for every A ∈ F there is an α such that {xβ : α ≤ β < ω1 } ⊆ A.
S
The sequence just described is just {σp : p ∈ G}, where G is a generic subset
of P[X, F].
The following lemma gives an additional property of P[X, F] that will be needed
for our argument:
(4.2)

Lemma 4.4. Suppose X and F are as above, and U is an open cover of X. If G is
a generic subset of P[X, F] then in V [G] there is an α < ω1 such that any countable
subset of {xβ : α ≤ β < ω1 } is covered by an element of U
Proof. Suppose U is an open cover of X; our plan is to show that the set of conditions forcing the existence of such an α is dense. To that end, let p = (σp , Ap , Φp )
be a condition. For each x ∈ X, choose Ux ∈ U with x ∈ Ux , and let f : X → U be
the function mapping x to Ux . Note that f is a promise, and
q := (σp , Ap , Φp ∪ {f })
is an extension of p in P[X, F].
Suppose now that G is a generic subset of P containing q. We will work in
the extension V [G]. First, we set α = dom(p). It suffices to show that whenever
α < β < ω1 , the set {xγ : α ≤ γ < β} is covered by an element of U.
Given such a β, we fix r ∈ G with β ⊆ dom(r) (such an r can be found by our
discussion preceding the lemma). Since G is a filter on P[X, F], we may assume
that r extends q. Since f ∈ Φq , it follows that
[r] \ [q] ⊆ f (x) for a large set of x.
But f (x) is always an element of U, and
(4.3)

{xγ : α ≤ γ < β} ⊆ [r] \ [p] = [r] \ [q],

so we have what we need.



Armed with the above, we show how P[X, F] can be used to destroy certain bad
triples:
Lemma 4.5. Suppose X̄ = hX, Y, zi is a bad triple. Further assume there is an F
satisfying:
• F is a maximal free filter of closed subsets of X,
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• for any open neighborhood U of z in Y , there is an A ∈ F with A ⊆ U ,
and
• F has a base of separable sets.
Let G be a generic subset of P[X, F]. Then
V [G] |= “t(z, Y ) > ℵ0 ”.

(4.4)

Proof. We have already mentioned that in the generic extension there is a sequence
hxα : α < ω1 i with the following properties:
(1) for each A ∈ F, there is an α such that {xβ : α ≤ β < ω1 } ⊆ U , and
(2) if U is an open cover of X in V , then there is an α such that any countable
subset of {xβ : α ≤ β < ω1 } is covered by an element of U.
Let U be (in V ) an open cover of X by sets U with z ∈
/ clY (U ) (this is possible
by regularity of Y ). In V [G], we can find α < ω1 such that any countable subset
of {xβ : α ≤ β < ω1 } is covered by an element of U. Now define
W := {xβ : α ≤ β < ω1 }.
By (1) above, it follows that z ∈ clY (W ). By our choice of α, z is not in the
closure of any countable subset of W . Thus, W witnesses that t(z, Y ) > ℵ0 , as
needed.

~ = hX, Y, zi be a bad triple, and let G be a generic
Now suppose CH holds, let X
~ In V [G], we know there is a filter F as in the conclusion of Thesubset of P[X].
~ is still a bad triple in V [G], then the pair hX, Fi satisfies the asorem 1. If X
sumptions of Lemma 4.5, and hence forcing with P[X, F] over V [G] will give us
t(z, Y ) > ℵ0 . In any case, we have demonstrated that a bad triple can be destroyed
by a “reasonable” notion of forcing, as long as CH holds.
The following two definitions give us some notation to keep things organized.
~ be a relevant triple.
Definition 4.6. Let X
~ is of Type 0 if X
~ is not a bad triple.
• We say X
~ is of Type 1 if it is a bad triple, but after forcing with P[X]
~ it is
• We say X
no longer bad.
~ is of Type 2 if it is of neither of the previous two types.
• We say X
~ = hX, Y, zi be a relevant triple.
Definition 4.7. Let X
~ be the trivial (one-element) notion of forcing.
• We let P0 [X]
~ denotes the forcing P[X].
~
• P1 [X]
~ is of Type 2, we let P2 [X]
~ denotes the forcing P[X]
~ ∗ P[X, Ḟ], as
• If X
discussed in the paragraph prior to Definition 4.6.
We end with the following summary of our work in this section:
Theorem 2. Suppose the Continuum Hypothesis holds. Then any relevant triple
~ is of Type n for some unique n ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Furthermore, if X
~ is of Type n, then
X
VP

n

~
[X]

~ is not a bad triple”.
|= “X
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5. Putting it all together
In this section we will build our model of ZFC + CH + ~. Our plan is standard:
we assume GCH in the ground model and build a countable support iteration of
length ω2 where at each stage we treat a relevant triple using Theorem 2.
We start with an ad hoc definition:
Definition 5.1. A notion of forcing P is admissible if P is trivial, or of the form
~ for some bad triple X,
~ or of the form P[X, F] where |X| = ℵ1 and hX, Fi is
P[X]
as in Definition 4.1. A countable support iteration P̄ = h Pα , Q̇β : α ≤ ω2 , β < ω2 i
is admissible if for each α < ω2 ,
α

“Q̇α is admissible”.

Our goal is to show that there is an admissible iteration P̄ such that
(5.1)

ω2

“CH + ~”.

Most of the results in this section will consist of pointers back to results already
in the literature. The conclusions we draw are simply stated, but the results we
need to obtain these conclusions often involve very technical concepts. Our plan is
to treat much of the earlier work as a black box, as we do in the next proposition.
Proposition 5.2. Admissible iterations satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4
in [6]. Thus, the limit Pω2 is totally proper, and for any α < ω2 the quotient
forcing Pω2 /Ġα is totally proper.
Proof. Let P̄ be an admissible iteration. Theorem 4 of [6] requires the iterands of
P̄ to have three properties: they each must be totally proper, weakly < ω1 -proper,
and satisfy a complicated “iteration condition”. We do not need the details of
these definitions here because sections 4, 5, and 6 of [5] are devoted to showing
that forcings of the form P[X, F] satisfy these three conditions, and countably
closed forcings satisfy them in a trivial way. The conclusion of Theorem 4 of [6] is
that Pω2 is totally proper, and the result regarding quotient forcing follows from
Proposition 6.13 of the same paper.

The quotient forcing portion of the preceding proposition is actually saying something quite simple: if G is a generic subset of Pω2 and Gα is the canonical generic
subset of Pα obtained from G, then V [G] is obtained from V [Gα ] by forcing with a
totally proper notion of forcing.
Corollary 5.3. Let P̄ be an admissible iteration, and let G be a generic in subset
of Pω2 .
(1) If CH holds in V , it continues to hold in V [G].
~ is a relevant triple in V [Gα ]. Then X
~ is a relevant
(2) Suppose α < ω2 and X
~
triple in V [G]. Furthermore, if X is not a bad triple in V [Gα ], then it is
not a bad triple in V [G].
Proof. The first statement follows since Pω2 is totally proper. For the second, let
~ = hX, Y, zi be a relevant triple in V [Gα ]. Since V [G] is obtained from V [Gα ]
X
through forcing with a totally proper notion of forcing, we know X has the same
countable subsets in both V [Gα ] and V [G], and hence X remains countably compact
in V [G]. The other aspects of relevance are preserved automatically.
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~ is not a bad triple in V [Gα ]. This can happen by one of two
Suppose now that X
ways: either hπχ(X) > ℵ0 , or t(z, Y ) > ℵ0 . Destroying either of these conditions
would require adding a new countable sequence of elements of V [Gα ] — either a
countable sequence of basic open sets of X in the first case, or a new countable of
points of X in the second. This cannot happen as V [G] is obtained from V [Gα ] via
a totally proper notion of forcing.

The above corollary tells us that if a bad triple is destroyed at some stage of an
admissible iteration, then it stays dead. Clearly this will be an important ingredient
in our construction, but we need to be able to argue that every relevant triple in
the final extension has had its “badness” destroyed at some stage along the way.
To do this, we need to show that the limit forcing Pω2 has the ℵ2 -chain condition.
Again, this will follow after some appeals to the literature. In this case, we will
need to take advantage of previous work on the so-called ℵ2 -properness isomorphism
condition (abbreviated ℵ2 -p.i.c.). We will not give the (complicated) definition here,
as all we need to know is encapsulated in the following three propositions:
Proposition 5.4. Suppose P̄ = hPα , Q̇β : α ≤ ω2 , β < ω2 i is a countable support
iteration such that
α “Q̇α satisfies the ℵ2 -p.i.c.”.
Then
(1) Pα satisfies the ℵ2 -p.i.c for each α < ω2 , and
(2) if 2ℵ0 = ℵ1 then Pω2 satisfies the ℵ2 -c.c.
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 2.4 on page 410 of [13]. Abraham also gives
a nice treatment of this in Section 5.4 of [1].

Proposition 5.5. Let P be an admissible notion of forcing. If CH holds, then P
satisfies the ℵ2 -p.i.c.
Proof. Lemma 2.5 on page 411 of [13] tells us that a proper notion of forcing of
size ℵ1 satisfies the ℵ2 -p.i.c. Clearly nothing more needs to be said for the trivial
~ is a bad triple, then P[X]
~ is of cardinality ℵ1 and hence
forcing, and under CH if X
satisfies the ℵ2 -p.i.c. as well. For P of the form P[X, F] with |X| = ℵ1 , we get the
ℵ2 -p.i.c. by way of Theorem 7.2 of [5].

Now we can put the pieces together to obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 5.6. Suppose P̄ is an admissible iteration, and 2ℵ0 = ℵ1 and 2ℵ1 = ℵ2 in
the ground model. Then
• Pω2 satisfies the ℵ2 -chain condition, and
•

ω2

“2ℵ1 = ℵ2 ”.

Proof. We know that our iteration satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 5.4, so
for each α < ω2 , Pα satisfies the ℵ2 -p.i.c., and since CH holds we know Pω2 has the
ℵ2 -chain condition. We preserve 2ℵ1 = ℵ2 for standard reasons, as we are iterating
ℵ2 -c.c. posets, and (by induction) each iterand is forced to have cardinality at most
2 ℵ1 = ℵ 2 .

We now have everything we need to construct our model.
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Theorem 3. Assume 2ℵ0 = ℵ1 and 2ℵ1 = ℵ2 . There is an admissible iteration P̄
so that
(5.2)

ω2

“ CH + ~”.

Proof. The iteration is built by induction on α < ω2 . At stage α, some fixed
~˙ α for a relevant triple. Since CH
bookkeeping procedure will hand us a Pα name X
Pα
holds in V , we know
~˙
α “Xα is of Type n for some n < 3”,
and we let Q̇α be a Pα name such that
n ~˙
~˙
α “Q̇α is P [Xα ] where Xα is of Type n.”
Standard arguments using the ℵ2 -chain condition allow us to arrange the bookkeeping so that every relevant triple in the final extension V Pω2 is considered at some
stage of the iteration. This is where we use our assumption that relevant triples
consist of topological spaces with underlying set ω1 , as this guarantees there are
only ℵ2 relevant triples that need to be considered.
Now let G be a generic subset of Pω2 , and for α < ω2 let Gα be the generic subset
of Pα obtained from G. We know that CH is true in V [G] by virtue of Corollary 5.3,
so we need only worry about ~.
Since CH holds in V [G], Proposition 2.2 tells us that it suffices to show that there
~ is a relevant triple in V [G], there is an α < ω2
are no bad triples in V [G]. If X
~
~
~ α.
such that X ∈ V [Gα ], and X = X
~ is not a bad triple in
Given the forcing we do at stage α, we know that X
V [Gα+1 ], and we can then apply the second part of Corollary 5.3 to conclude that
~ is not a bad triple in V [G]. Therefore, ~ holds in V [G].
X

6. Questions
Finally, we collect here a few questions. A few of these are well-known and taken
from Shakhmatov’s [12], while others are specifically motivated by the construction
presented here.
Question 1. Is it consistent that every countably compact, countably tight space
is sequential?
This is Problem 2.12 from [12]. Dow [4] has shown that a counterexample exists
if b = 2ℵ0 .
The proof of Proposition 1.3 required both ~ and 2ℵ0 < 2ℵ1 in order to establish
that compact spaces of countable tightness are sequential. It is not clear if ~ alone
is sufficient for this:
Question 2. Does ~ imply that compact spaces of countable tightness are sequential?
The preceding question is of course closely related to Ismail and Nyikos’s Problem
([8], but see also Problem 3.2 in [12]).
Question 3. If a compact space is C-closed, must it be sequential?
Our proof of the consistency of ~ made heavy use of the fact that the Continuum
Hypothesis held in the final model. It is not clear how to obtain the result without
this assumption, and this leads us to the following question:
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Question 4. Is ~ consistent with the failure of CH? Does it follow from PFA?
Finally, we finish with a related question mentioned in [4]:
Question 5. Is it consistent that every regular countably tight space is C-closed?
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